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25/3 2010 - Project introduction

9/4 - Research finished

Traffic in the world is increasing and this has had a negative effect on the environment for decades, mostly because the majority of all vehicles are powered by
fossil fuels, but also because the increasing traffic load requires wider roads and
a growing part of the surface of the earth is covered by asphalt. Many drivers are
travelling alone in a car meant to transport four or more persons and this makes a
car unnecessarily big and waste space on the roads. In many cities in Asia people
are travelling by mopeds and motorcycles in order to get by the heavy traffic. As
long as people keep travelling alone this is a more efficient way of using the existing
roads without expanding them.

28/4 - Final concept ready

In the last decade, the development of electric hybrid and full electric cars has progressed a lot and today several car brands are offering a fully developed electric
vehicle in their product portfolio. The efficiency of the electric motor has advanced
and the batteries has become more compact. A problem with electric vehicles has
always been the recharging time, but even the development in this area has advanced a lot in only the last couple of years, due to the increased demand on electric
vehicles.

12/5 - Kick-off presentation

20/5 - Final design ready for modelling

As this project was to cover only ten weeks of work the final product had to be less
complex than a car, which usually needs several years of development. A smaller
vehicle is also to prefer when travelling in a confined space so, although ten weeks
is still quite a short time to develop a motorcycle, the challenge was accepted to
come up with a concept within the given time frame.

31/5 - Final presentation

The most suitable motorcycle type for motorway speed is a sport bike, but the ergonomics of sport bikes is not great at low speed. In lower speeds the airspeed is not
substantial enough to support the shoulders and arms from the body weight in the
forward leaning sitting posture, and the driver might get tired after a while. This was
another problem to be investigated in the project.

Field trip
This project was started with no experience in motorcycles. The design proportions of a motorcycle
had never been studied and there was no experience in driving a motorcycle. Therefore a field trip to
a motorcycle shop was necessary in order to get in touch with experienced drivers and to study the
proportions of a bike and also try out some sitting positions. This field trip was also important for studies of the construction of different motorcycles.

Illustration of weight distribution compared between convensional bike and electric bike

Talking to Mats Alaküla, professor at the Institution of Industrial Electrical Engineering and Automation
at Lund University, the idea of using electric hub motors came up. Many advantages were found by
going for this solution. As shown in the illustration above, by using electric hub motors the center of
gravity can be lowered compared to a conventional sport bike. Another important advantage with hub
motors is that they don’t need the maintenance of a combustion engine with a chain drive. This is not
only important from an economic perspective, since the electric technology is still more expensive, but
also for the comfort of the owner not having to worry about mileage and degradation of sprockets and
chain. It’s also a cleaner solution that won’t spray oil on the rear rim and the aprons.

lowered seat

Thor
The final concept after ten weeks of work was an electric motorcycle with sporty
character. The use of electric hub motors lowers the center of gravity substantially
and with a sitting posture that can be changed at lower speed the bike gives the
driver the option of resting the shoulders during heavy traffic. In order to get
the maximum travelling range from an electric vehicle it’s important that energy
savings are executed in all possible areas. Therefore LED technology is used for
all lightsources and the bike is equipped with KERS (Kinetic Energy Recovery
System), which recharches the batteries with the energy lost on braking.
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